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Northwest Territories Airports 
 

Operational Challenges 
& 

Climate Change 
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Operating Challenges 
 Climate 
 Remote Locations 
 Very limited resources in most communities 
 Equipment, Operators, Granular material 

 Permafrost 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the challenges we face in operating airports in the Northwest Territories:ClimateIn reality there are many climates in the NWTTwo major climate zones are:Subarctic – below the tree lineArctic – above the tree line.Limited resourcesFew communities have dedicated airport staffMost maintenance is done by contractorsOften the same equipment used at the airport is also used in the community.AccessBarge season is from July to September. Many communities get only one barge per yearWinter roads are usually open only two months, mid-January to Mid March.RunwaysIt is intended that all gravel runways will receive stabilization/dust control measures every 3 – 5 years or as needed.EK35 is current treatmentAsphalt runways are in an active Pavement Management System with each runway being surveyed every three years. We are experimenting with UAVs for cracking characterization. We scan the runways with terrestrial LIDARPermafrostNoticeably thawing in some places
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Hay River (YHY) HAY RIVER (YHY) 
60°50’23N   115°45’58” 
 
 RUNWAY SETTLEMENT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hay River is located on the south shore of Great Slave Lake. It has a population of about 3600 in 2011. It is a distribution centre for the communities on the highway system, the Mackenzie River and the Arctic Coast.The first aircraft in the Northwest Territories were owned by Imperial Oil and arrived at Hay River in 1921.



Airport: 
• Hay River Merlyn Carter Airport 
• ∼ 6,000 aircraft movements/year 
• 14-32 asphalt paved – 1829m (6000ft) 
• 05-23 paved past taxiway intersection, then gravel 

– 1220m (4001ft) 
Setting: 
• Island in river delta 
• Fluvio-deltaic deposits in sporadic permafrost (fine 

silt-clay) 
• Snye 
Problem: 
• Severe settlement under a paved runway. 
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Snye 

Problem Area 



Causes 

 
Permafrost degradation? 
Freeze/thaw heaving and settling? 
Consolidation of deposits? 
Combination of two or more? 
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Discussion 

 
A sub-drainage system was originally installed. It 

has not worked for many years. 
Ground temperatures are low and there may be 

some permafrost left. 
While the ground settles during the summer, it 

doesn’t rebound much as it freezes. 
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Next Steps 

Another mill and fill 
patch was completed 
this fall. 
A geotechnical report 

has been commissioned 
to investigate whether 
subdrainage, insulation 
or both would help. 
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Is this due to Climate Change? 
Probably climate change has some effect. 
Not much permafrost left. Likely disappearing. 
Site selection and disturbance of site are 

probably greater factors than climate change. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It seems obvious that the root problem was building the airport on frozen fluvio-deltaic deposits originally. This was compounded by building the runway across an old river channel (snye).Soil is generally frost-susceptible, and consolidation is likely still taking place.Settlement has been occurring over many years and will likely continue.
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Fort McPherson (ZFM) 

FORT MCPHERSON (ZFM) 
67°24’27”N   134°51’38”W 
 
RUNWAY EXTENSION SETTLING 



Setting & History 
 Wet area 

 Note multiple water courses 

 Permafrost with massive ice lenses in 
the area. 

 Granular fill on clay base 
 Runway extended 130m on 30 

threshold in 2010 
 About 600 aircraft movements/year 
 The area became wetter than usual due 

to a problem with cross-highway 
culvert. This has been rectified. 

 Edge cracking and settlement of the 
extension was noted a few years ago. 
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130m 
extension 

Edge Cracks 



Issues 
 Longitudinal cracking and 

embankment sloughing on 
runway extension 

 Standing water at toe of 
embankment 
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Contributing factors 

 Warm permafrost with 
massive ice lenses 

 Exacerbated by surface 
water issues. 



Is this due to Climate Change? 

 Considering the nature of the permafrost in this area, climate change could 
be having an effect 

 However, there’s a good chance that other things are contributing 
 Design details 

 The site is less than ideal 
 There is no record of geotextile and/or being geogrid incorporated in the design or 

used in construction.  

 External factors 
 Flooding of the area. 

 I suspect that given the other factors, there’s a good chance we’d be having 
problems with this runway extension with or without climate change. 
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Inuvik (YEV) INUVIK (YEV) 
67°24’27N   134°51’38” 

 
HOLE IN RUNWAY 
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‘Dip’ 

Airport: 
• Inuvik Mike Zubkow Airport 
• ∼ 12,000 aircraft movements/year 
• 06-24 asphalt paved 

• 1829m (6001ft) 
Setting: 
• Continuous permafrost terrain 
Problem: 
• Sudden severe localized settlement under a paved runway. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Airport:Inuvik Tom Zubkow Airport6818’14”N  1133 28’59”W 12,000 movements/year06-24 asphalt paved – 1829m (6001ft)Setting:On the bank of the East  Channel of the Mackenzie riverDeltaic depositsContinuous permafrost.Problem:Sudden depression in runway.
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 This ‘dip’ appeared overnight in fall 
of 2013 

 A concrete plug was installed in winter 
construction conditions 

 Concrete was patched with an asphalt 
overlay this summer (2017) 



History 
 Constructed between 1956 

and 1958, paved in 1969 
 Rock fill on ground, no cut, 

organics left in place, min. 2.4 
m thick fill 

 Underlain by ice-rich frozen, 
fine grained till 

 The till is known to have 
massive ice wedges near the 
airport 

 Settlement issues started to 
appear in 1980s and 90s, 
some in this area 
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What Happened? 
 Likely a result of thawing of a massive ice body, assisted 

by subsurface water flow 
Drainage in this area has since been improved 
Geophysical study (GPR and MASW) study indicated: 

  there could still be remnant ice in the native soil,  
 this settlement occurred in conditions similar to other 

locations on the runway. 
 it could happen again elsewhere on the runway. 
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Is this due to Climate Change? 

• Probably has some effect 
• Poor drainage is likely a more significant 

contributor 
• This runway will be monitored closely in 

future 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of the permafrost in the Mackenzie Delta is relatively warm, > -1C.It has been warming for a few decades.Being a delta, soils are generally saturated, or would be if not frozen.Ice lenses are common, where lenses of ice with little soil in them have built up over the centuries.This happens due to freeze segregation where with each freeze thaw cycle the water is drawn from the soil to the lens.These lenses can be stable for many years, even when at 0C due to the latent heat of fusion. It takes much more heat to thaw water than to warm up ice.However when it does thaw it can thaw rapidly, leading to slumps such as this.
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Ulukhaktok (YHI) 

ULUKHAKTOK (YHI) 
70°45’46N   117°48’22” 

 
UNUSUAL EROSION 



Community & Airport Data 
 Previous airstrip was a street in 
 the middle of the community 
  Current airport constructed in 1980s 
 Runway 062T-242T 

 1311m x 30m (4,300 x 100 ft) 
 About 1,000 aircraft movements 

annually 
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Background 
On 25 May 2017 we received these photos 
from the Regional Airport Manager: 
• The area is known to be ice-rich 

permafrost; 
• From the appearance of the photographs 

it may have been a permafrost thaw 
slump; 

• While the affected area was on the end 
area and not on the runway, the terrain 
under the runway is similar; 

• If thaw slump, how long before it would 
occur under the runway? 
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Frost Polygons 

Problem Area 



Actions 
On 29 May 2017 we arrived in Ulukhaktok 
On arrival: 
 It was apparent that the problem was 

caused by water erosion, not thaw 
slump; 

 Eroded area was more extensive than 
we expected; 

 The maintainer had the situation in hand 
and was preparing to fill in the hole; 

 We flew a small UAV for aerial 
photography. 
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Threshold 

Washout 

Alietum UAV Services 

Alietum UAV Services 



So What Happened?  Normal drainage is via swale 
alongside embankment 

 Extremely heavy late season 
snowfall 

 Snow cleared off the runway 
quickly and piled for later 
removal 

 Early season fast snow melt 
the next day  before pile 
could be moved 

 Snow melt water was forced 
up onto embankment and 
around snow pile eroding 
runway end area 

 Equipment failures delayed 
repair 

 Repaired within 2 days of our 
visit 
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Snow 
Pile 

New 
Drainage 

Route 
Alietum UAV Services 



Is this due to Climate Change? 

 Heavy spring snow falls 
are rare in Ulukhaktok 

 Fast early spring melts 
are also rare 

 Snow melt occurred 
about a month earlier 
than normal 

 A singular extreme 
event is difficult to 
blame on climate 
change. 
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 Anecdotally, Ulukhaktok is warming. It used to be common for families to travel between 
Ulukhaktok and Sachs Harbour by snowmobile across the Beaufort Sea (300km) in winter. 
It’s now rare due to unsafe sea ice. 

Alietum UAV Services 



Summary 

1. We are seeing more frequent unusual weather 
events. 

2. Areas that used to be considered discontinuous 
permafrost would now be considered sporadic 
permafrost. 

3. We can expect further unusual occurrences in future. 
4. All four of these instances involve drainage to some 

extent. 
5. Watch out for the drainage! 
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Questions? 
John Clark, P.Eng. 
867-767-9084 (ext. 31074) 
john_clark@gov.nt.ca 
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